Direct probing of micromechanical properties of hydrogen-bonded layer-by-layer microcapsule shells with different chemical compositions.
The mechanical properties of hydrogen-bonded layer-by-layer (LbL) microcapsule shells constructed from tannic acid (TA) and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON) components have been studied in both the dry and swollen states. In the dry state, the value of the elastic modulus was measured to be within 0.6-0.7 GPa, which is lower than the typical elastic modulus for electrostatically assembled LbL shells. Threefold swelling of the LbL shells in water results in a significant reduction of the elastic modulus to values well below 1 MPa, which is typical value seen for highly compliant gel materials. The increase of the molecular weight of the PVPON component from 55 to 1300 kDa promotes chain entanglements and causes a stiffening of the LbL shells with a more than 2-fold increase in elastic modulus value. Moreover, adding a polyethylenimine prime layer to the LbL shell affects the growth of hydrogen-bonded multilayers which consequently results in dramatically stiffer, thicker, and rougher LbL shells with the elastic modulus increasing by more than an order of magnitude, up to 4.3 MPa. An alternation of the elastic properties of very compliant hydrogen-bonded shells by variation of molecular weight is a characteristic feature of weakly bonded LbL shells. Such an ability to alter the elastic modulus in a wide range is critically important for the design of highly compliant microcapsules with tunable mechanical stability, loading ability, and permeability.